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For many people the Waldorf Curriculum (whatever they understand by this term) is integral to the

definition of Waldorf education. They think a school is Waldorf (or is a Steiner school) if it uses

the Waldorf curriculum. However, things are not so simple. This article by Martyn Rawson has

been published as foreword of the Chinese edition of “The Educational Tasks and Content of the

Steiner Waldorf Curriculum”. Please find some guidelines for the development of a local Waldorf

Curriculum in the pdf document at the end of this article. Firstly, it is necessary to state that a

definitive, universally valid, unchangeable Waldorf Curriculum doesn’t exist.

There are many curricula that are Waldorf in character, including

the ‘Yellow Book’ or the Educational Tasks and Content of the

Steiner Waldorf Curriculum. This book has now been translated

into 18 languages to my knowledge.

The book, first published in 2000, was an attempt to outline the

basic  principles  that  inform  Waldorf  education  in  terms  that

people  both  inside  and  outside  of  Waldorf  education  and  in

particular public education authorities could understand. It tried to use accessible terminology and

explain  all  its  key  terms.  Secondly,  it  described  typical  practices  that  groups  of  Waldorf

‘specialists’ thought were representative. By practices I mean, what is taught, how it is taught and

why it is taught. It is fair to say that other Waldorf ‘specialists’ sometimes disagreed with what we

wrote at the time. That is why it was written in a way that said, one can do this or that and then

gave examples and avoided terms like, “in class 5 this or that has to be taught”. The book is not

prescriptive but descriptive.

Previous Waldorf curricula were based on the collated statements of Steiner drawn from lectures

and  discussions  with  teachers  in  the  original  Waldorf  School  in  Stuttgart  complied  by  Karl

Stockmeyer or Caroline von Heydebrandt. The curriculum used in Waldorf schools in earlier years

became a blend of practice based on these recommendations from Steiner but also on traditions of

practice that developed in the early Waldorf schools, which gradually formed what one could call a

‘body of Waldorf knowledge’. This often became canonized, especially when translated into other

1 Retrieved 2019-03-23 from https://www.waldorf-resources.org
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languages in other countries. This body of knowledge often acquired a kind of status of orthodoxy,

forming  the  basis  for  ‘the  way  we  do  things’ based  on  the  assumption  that  every  detail  is

significant and unalterable.

So what status do the examples in the curriculum have? Many are excellent ideas that have been

used for decades and appear to have the desired effect. Others can best be seen as good examples.

Rüdiger Iwan, a German Waldorf teacher who has written a critical book on Waldorf education,2

calls this the ‘wooden spoon principle’. This refers to the fact that the idea of carving a wooden

spoon as the first  activity  in woodwork is  now standard in  most  Waldorf  schools.  Apparently

Steiner  asked  the  woodwork  teacher  at  the  original  Waldorf  school  what  the  children  could

usefully make. The teachers suggested a spoon and Steiner approved of the suggestion. Steiner’s

response could be interpreted as meaning that that was the definitive solution, or, as Iwan suggests,

just a good suggestion alongside other possible solutions.

This highlights in a nutshell what the problem is with the idea of a definitive Waldorf curriculum.

Some ideas may be good in one situation but don’t make sense in another. Because children in

Germany learn knitting with wool, does this  mean that knitting with wool is standard even in

countries that do not traditionally knit with wool (perhaps they weave with cotton)? Some ideas

were never a good idea. If children learn to play recorders in some traditional Waldorf schools - a

fact that Western Waldorf music teachers have argued against for many years because groups of

children playing recorders is totally unmusical - does that mean that all children should play the

recorder from class 1 on? Some good ideas are very good but should not be simply standardized.

Christof  Wiechert  has  written  that  the idea of  the rhythmical  part  of  the main lesson did  not

originate from Steiner and, though sometimes useful, should not be seen as a standard part of the

lesson.

So how do Waldorf teachers know what is right? The challenge of Waldorf education, right from

the very beginning has been to develop curriculum locally, practice it, review and evaluate it and

then modify it.

Waldorf education: a continuous cycle of renewal

At a parents’ evening on January 13th 1921 Steiner justified the autonomy of the teachers on the

grounds that only those who know the children and work with them pedagogically can really have

2  Iwan , R. (2007). Die neue Waldorfschule: Ein Erfolgsmodell wird renoviert (The new Waldorf school: a successful model is 
being renovated). Reinbek-bei-Hamburg: Rowohlt.
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a spiritual connection to them and be able to ‘read’ their learning and developmental needs. The

teachers therefore have to continuously review and evaluate their teaching and the pupils’ learning.

He said, “In the time since we began our work, we have carefully reviewed from month to month

how our principles are working with the children. In the years to come, some things will be carried

out in line with different and more complete points of view than in previous years. This is how we

would like to govern this school - out of an activity that is direct and unmediated, as indeed it must

be if it flows from spiritual depths”3.

If we unpack this statement and put it in modern terms, we would say; Waldorf schools practice

collegial  school  leadership.  Teachers  evaluate  their  practice  using  the  principles  of  Waldorf

education as criteria,  thus leading to an iterative process of teacher learning and skill  and the

development  of  quality.  This  will  be  done  in  holistic  way  using  substantive  values  or  key

principles as navigational references for orientation. Below I address the question as to what those

Waldorf criteria may be.

Novice teachers are inducted into the practices of a Waldorf teaching community by their more

experienced peers. The curriculum is a central part of these practices and is a wise resource and

novices are well-advised to follow it.  Experienced teachers however, continuously review their

teaching and especially the actual learning of their pupils. Waldorf education has often placed great

emphasis  on  the  teaching  and  on  individual  child  development  but  has  often  neglected  the

evaluation of teaching and learning more generally across classes and subjects, though guidelines

for this are give in the ‘Yellow Book’ and have been further developed. (3)

Generally the quality of learning is high, but that does not mean it couldn’t be better, reach more

children, enable richer, more transformational learning, and could enable all children to reach their

potential. Therefore curriculum is ongoing, emergent, situational and highly dependent on how it is

taught.

As the educational researcher John Hattie points out in his book, Visible Learning for Teachers,4

the most important factor in the quality of student learning is when the teachers understand that it

is their role to understand the effects of their teaching (including the way they are as people) on the

3 Steiner, R. (1996). Rudolf Steiner in the Waldorf School: Lectures and addresses to children, parents and teachers. Hudson: 
NY: Anthroposophic Press. p.78/79.
Mepham , T., & Rawson , M. (2001). Assessment and Learning in Steiner Waldorf Education. Forest Row, UK: Steiner waldorf
Schools Fellowship.
Rawson , M. (2015). Assessment for learning in Waldorf education. Research Bulletin for Waldorf Education.

4 Hattie, J. A. C. (2012). Visible Learning for Teachers: Maximizing impact on learning. London.
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learning  processes  of  the  pupils  and  when  learners  learn  to  understand  their  own  learning

processes. These discoveries match much that Steiner recommended.

Curriculum rather than standardization

Today we are used to school curricula that are predominantly focused on learning outcomes. Most

state curricula list outcomes in the form of knowledge and skills—often called competences—that

pupils are supposed to have by the end of their time at school, so that they can contribute to the

modern, globalized knowledge economy or in other ways fit into existing society. Most national

educational  standards  focus  on  literacy,  numeracy,  science  and  ITC  skills.  That  is  no  doubt

important but it overlooks the important contributions of personal development, intercultural skill,

judgement and ethical and democratic citizenship skills.

According to Professor Martha Nussbaum5, a modern education for ethical citizenship is based on

enabling children and young people to cultivate three important qualities: the powers of critical

judgement,  cosmopolitan  citizenship  and  narrative  empathy.  The  capability  to  form  ethical

judgements as free individuals means the ability to act consciously and responsibly out of insight.

Cosmopolitanism is the ability of people of different cultural backgrounds to live in mutual respect

and tolerance in peace with each other. Narrative empathy is the ability to experience the world

from the perspective of the Other Person – to be literally able to tell the other person’s story and

make sense of it.

Nussbaum and  Nobel  Price  winner  Amarthya  Sen  have  developed  what  they  call  the  human

capabilities and development approach6, which maps out the basic conditions for people to develop

the capabilities they need to actively contribute to social  progress. Waldorf education seeks to

provide a practical pedagogical context for realizing such aims.

There  is  widespread  consensus  among  scholars7,  that  the  most  important  skill  young  people

actually  need today is  the ability  to  navigate  new economies  and fragmented social  life.  That

means, they can construct stable and coherent identities across difference life situations in a rapidly

5 Nussbaum, M. (2006). Education and democratic citizenship. Journal of Human Development and Capabilities, 7(3), 385-395.

6 Nussbaum, M. (2011). Creating Capabilities: The human development approach. Cambridge, MA.: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press.

7 du Bois-Reymond , M. (2009). Models of navigation and life management. In A. Furlong (Ed.), Handbook of Youth and Young 
Adulthood: New perspectives and agendas (pp. 49-57). Abingdon: Routledge.
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changing social context. In order to navigate, one needs to be able to locate oneself in the world in

relation to self, others and the world.

Modern education is frequently based on competition from an early age. Children’s motivation for

learning is  reduced to attaining grades,  passing exams, collecting awards and accumulating as

many qualifications as possible.

Following Professor Stephen Ball’s8 researches, the education system globally is a big business

dominated  by  standardization,  performativity,  surveillance  and  managerialism.  As  the

psychotherapist Paul Verhaeghe 9 put it, there is no such thing as competitive social solidarity and

we should not be surprised if our pupils ask: what is it worth if I do this? What credits do I get for

doing this?

The nature of the Waldorf curriculum

A curriculum that reflects Waldorf educational principles can be called a Waldorf curriculum. A

Waldorf curriculum approaches the task of preparing children and young people for the challenges

in the world in quite a different way. It describes experiences, activities, themes, story material and

phenomena that can provide children and young people with learning contexts in which they can

form and shape themselves, school their abilities, cultivate their feelings, define and re-define their

relationship to the world and others and above all,  to develop new ideas. Instead of delivering

prescribed outcomes - often described in fine-grained detail step by step, thus allowing little scope

for creative teaching - a Waldorf curriculum enables general, integrated and holistic (the embodied

person) learning and development.

These experiences are mediated using learning methods that address the developmental age of the

learner in an open way. The Waldorf curriculum avoids specifying what the outcomes are in too

much detail, since these outcomes are ultimately unknowable because each person constructs her

own relationship to the world. It is of course appropriate and indeed pedagogically necessary that

teachers know what their pupils should and can achieve as a minimum. The pupils should also

know what is expected of them. And they should be helped to recognize whether and how they

realizing their learning potential and what minimum skills are essential. If they are not yet able to

8 Ball, S. J. (2012). Global Education inc. New policy networks and the neo-liberal imaginary. London and New York: 
Routledge.

9 Verhaeghe , P. (2013). Und Ich? Identität in einer durchökonomisierten Gesellschaft (What about me? Identity in a society 
permeated by the economy) (B. Erdmann & A. Wicharz-Lindner, Trans.). München: Antje Kunstmann Verlag.
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reach this level, they need support to get there. There is a world of difference between having

standard attainment targets, which are so determined that some, perhaps many are bound to fall

short (as is the case in many exam systems) and showing each person and group what they could

achieve and how to get there. Attainments should be attainable for all, which is why they have to

be individualized. The key message for pupils is: can you do better than you have managed so far?

Waldorf education does not promote a competitive climate of winners and losers, though we do

value real, meaningful achievement.

Two key statements of Steiner on educational attainment are:

“We should not ask: what does a person need to know or be able to do in order to fit into the
existing social order? Instead we should ask: what lives in each human being and what can be
developed in him or her? Only then will  it  be possible to direct the new qualities of each
emerging  generation  into  society.  Thus  society  will  change  and  become  what  these  fully
developed individuals construct through their  engagement with the existing order.  The new
generation should not merely be made into what the existing social order wants them to be.”10

“The capabilities that each child develops can best be transmitted to the community if his/her
education  is  the  exclusive  responsibility  of  those  whose  judgement  rests  on  a  spiritual
foundation. To what extent a child should be taught one thing or another can only be correctly
determined within a free cultural community. How such determinations are to be made binding
is also a matter for this community.”11

Of  course  Waldorf  schools  are  also  committed  to  enabling  children  to  acquire  the  cultural

techniques and skills they need to access learning and participate in society, as well as pass exams.

These include the ability to read and access literature of all kinds, the ability to express oneself

fully in word and text, the ability to work with numbers and numerical values, use tools of all

kinds and master foreign languages. Thus the Yellow Book described learning outcomes for each

grade up to grade 8 specifically in these fields. These are of course not the only learning outcomes.

They are simply the ones that are needed for communication and for academic and scientific work

and which can realistically be monitored. We know that every subject taught in a Waldorf school

and every project and practical task enables the children and young people to develop themselves

in holistic ways (head, hand and heart).

Thus  a Waldorf curriculum  is  one  that  describes  subjects,  experiences  and  topics  that  enable

students to develop themselves. It draws attention to the important issues related to these topics

10 Steiner, R. (1985). The Renewal of the Social Organism. Spring Valley, NY: Anthroposophic Press. p. 8.

11 Steiner, R. (1977). Towards Social Renewal: Basic issues of the social question. London: Rudolf Steiner Press. p. 12-13.
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and  offers  criteria  for  choosing  them.  For  this  reason  the  curriculum  applies  to  every  child

regardless of his or her abilities, interests, strengths and weaknesses or social background. It is in

that  sense  universal  rather  than  specific.  What  each  human  being  makes  out  of  it  is  entirely

individual and specific.

The Waldorf curriculum responds to changing developing contexts

The French philosopher and teacher Michel Serres12 has argued that the changes that have occurred

over the past generation are as dramatic and far reaching as those that occurred in the Neolithic

Revolution, when human societies changed from being  nomadic hunter-gatherers to being settled

farmers  and  ultimately  urban  city-dwellers.  What  has  driven  this  revolution  is  the  digital

technology of Internet communications. It has started to change everything globally.

The  German  sociologist  Ulrich  Beck13 has  called  these  conditions  risk  society.  It  is  also

characterized  by  processes  of  individualization,  which  mean  that  the  individual  is  no  longer

embedded in secure and predictable social structures but is increasingly thrown back on her own

resources, with little help from others, who are now competitors for jobs rather that members of

the same social class or community and the social solidarity these provide.

As  Michel  Serres  puts  it,  almost  all  social  institutions,  but  especially  educational  ones,  were

designed to meet the needs of a previous cultural age and are thus generally obsolete, though they

would be the last to recognize this fact. Waldorf schools should be the exception to this rule.

How does Waldorf respond to these changing conditions?

Thus the conditions under which children and young people grow up have radically changed. What

consequences does this have for Waldorf education?

Human development from birth to adulthood and beyond is a complex blend of inherited genetic,

social, cultural and individual factors that interact with each other. This fact alone accounts for

individual  variation.  Not  everything  can  be  explained  by  (or  blamed  on)  biological,  family

background, economic and social status. Each of these factors needs to be taken fully into account

and not ignored or downplayed, particularly factors related to social injustice.

12 Serres, M. (2013). Erfindet euch neu! Eine Liebeserklärung an die vernetzte Generation (Invent yourself anew! A declaration 
of love to the networked generation) (S. Lorenzer, Trans.). Berlin: Suhrkamp Verlag.

13 Beck, U. (2009). The World at Risk. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press.
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There is no doubt that children and young people at different ages face different developmental

challenges. Some are related primarily to biology, such as physical growth and maturation. We are

embodied beings and when our bodies change, so too does our relationship to our body, our self

and to the world. One need only think of the changes related to puberty. Individuals respond to

biological change in different, often highly individual ways.

We are also social beings and this means that the way we relate to biological change varies in

social, cultural and individual ways. For example, it is well known that family members respond

differently  to  first-born  children,  than  they  do  to  subsequent  siblings  and  this  affects  their

development.  In  many cultures  attitudes towards boys and girls  vary,  not to  mention attitudes

towards people of different ethnic, religious backgrounds and social status as well as to differences

in  the  wealth  of  the  family.  The  onset  of  puberty,  though  obviously  a  biological  process,  is

nevertheless also related to socio-economic factors. We can see this in the age at which girls have

their first menstruation. This now occurs earlier than it did in 1919 in Europe. In northern Europe,

for example, in the 1920s in Norway, puberty started later than in middle or southern Europe.

There are still significant differences today, between developed and developing countries.

Social attitudes towards early childhood, childhood and youth vary considerably between different

societies and cultures and over time. In 1900 youth as a distinct developmental phase between

childhood and adulthood was barely recognised even in Europe. Today, sociologists define youth

as a distinct phase between childhood and adulthood. In Western, post-industrial societies youth is

considered to range from 10 to 26 years of age. This is mainly because structures of universal

education have changed. The world of work is now very different to that of even two generations

ago. The transitions between the socially significant life phases have become fuzzy with many

more overlaps. Many more women are able to enjoy university education and have professional

careers than in earlier generations. Sexual behavior and the kinds of relationships that are socially

acceptable have changed radically over time and between cultures.

These are just  a few examples, which show that the life phases are culturally constructed and

largely  overlay  biological  processes.  Therefore  it  is  important  to  understand  the  factors  that

influence development locally. 

Thus, while it is true that the Waldorf curriculum aims to meet the developmental tasks of each age

group, these tasks vary according to the social  and cultural  context and biological maturation,

which shows many individual differences. If we take all the factors that contribute to learning and
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development  into  account  such  as  physical  (e.g.  motor  coordination),  language  skills,  social

abilities, emotional maturity, practical skills, cognitive capabilities and so on into account there is a

wide span within the normal spectrum.

The Swiss professor of child development Remo Largo14 has calculated the average span among

children of normal development at the age of school entry (age 6) spans three years. At the age of

14 (grade 8) it spans 5 years! Thus there is no fixed or detailed universal developmental trajectory

and therefore no one-to-one match between the Waldorf curriculum and any specific age.  The

developmental match is broad stroke rather than fine grained. We can speak of early childhood,

early adolescence and so on but if we then talk about the class three child as if this were a fixed

developmental category. The point is, though every class the situation is unique, each is located

within a culture and time that shapes the way adults see children and what they expect of them.

What then are the educational tasks of the Steiner Waldorf curriculum?

In  my  view—and  not  everyone  agrees  with  me—the  tasks  consist  in  providing  learning

environments  (and  these  include  appropriate  spaces,  organizational  forms  and  arrangements,

material  and  so  on)  in  which  the  pupils  can  learn  and  develop  in  ways  that  optimize  these

processes. One of the primary ways in which the Waldorf curriculum supports this process is by

providing appropriate experiences so that each child and young person can expand her learning to

the next stage based on inner, intrinsic motivation and existing capacities. This means that each

learner can proceed to the next phase of development. The Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky15

called this the zone of proximal development. This developmental learning process is mediated by

teachers, the content of the curriculum, texts, tools, materials, spaces and so on.

The structure of the existing Waldorf curriculum offers a structured,  or scaffolded pathway of

development through all the subjects and activities and through the way the learning is organised.

It channels and guides development rather than follows it. When all the children in a particular

class or learning group encounter the same stories, experiences, challenges at the same time, often

mediated by the same teacher (such as the class teacher or subject teacher), then this harmonizes

their development. Some will be ready for the new challenges; others have to be supported to

engage with them. This is a very important aspect of social learning.

14 Largo, R., & Beglinger, M. (2009). Schülerjahre: Wie Kinder besser lernen (Pupil years: how children learn better). Munich: 
Piper Verlag.

15 Vygotsky, L. S. (1978). The role of play in development (M. Cole, Trans.) Mind in Society (pp. 92-104). Cambridge, M.A.: 
Harvard University Press.
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It is a mistake to think that learning is only an individual activity. It is above all a social activity

because almost everything we do in life involves other people, depends on what other people have

achieved, or is communicated by other people or is done so that other people can benefit from our

actions.

Sharing the same rich experiences in mixed groups (mixed in background, personality, interest and

ability) of the same age right up to the 12th grade is one of the most important aspects of Waldorf

education because it enables individualised learning based on shared experiences in a social group

committed to mutual support and understanding. Each Waldorf class is a community that develops

a strong group identity through its shared experiences and the fact that the pupils undertake tasks

that activate developmental processes. The curriculum provides developmental tasks. Thus these

developmental processes align, just as they do in a traditional community in which many aspects

of life are practiced together. The rituals, festivals and social life of the class community reinforce

this collective identity and sense of belonging, which is so essential for each person to have as a

basis for her own development. Whoever feels at home in her body, in her social community, in

sets of common practices and has practiced the values of listening and caring for others, being

open to others outside of that community of practice,  who has learned narrative empathy,  the

ability  to  tell  another’s  story,  is  equipped  to  cope  with  social  complexity  in  an  otherwise

fragmented, individualized society that has lost many of its traditional social structures and values.

This is indeed a basis for intercultural competence.

Of  course,  having  an  open  curriculum  and  no  grading  means  that  teachers  have  to  monitor

students’ progress  and  development  carefully  to  ensure  that  those  who  need  support  get  it

promptly.  Here  is  an  area  that  urgently  needs  research.  One  of  the  most  important  tasks  for

experienced  teachers  is  developing  the  curriculum  by  understanding  the  social  and  cultural

changes that shape the learning experience of the pupils.

Where do we get Waldorf criteria?

Criteria for judging Waldorf quality are drawn from two fundamental sources. The first source

comprises  knowledge  generated  by  teachers  through  ongoing  observation,  study,  inquiry,

reflection, contemplation and discourse about the pupils, the pedagogical practice and the natural,

social and cultural context that the education is located within. I call this source, experience. It is

enhanced by the experiences of other people, which I try to make my own.
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The second source is ideas. Firstly this involves anthropological ideas about how human beings

grow, learn and develop. This includes what we know is generally true of human beings. It is often

knowledge that has a broad tolerance of variation since human beings are incredibly varied. The

second set of ideas relate to an archetypal-ideal notion of harmonious human development. This

source of  ideas  about  human development  has  been enriched enormously by Rudolf  Steiner’s

spiritual insight. These are the insights, for example that Steiner presented to the teachers at the

first  Waldorf  School  and which  were  based on his  basic  works  and on a  lifetime of  spiritual

research.16

The relationship of these sources is interesting, complex and needs to be explored because the

individual and particular situation can be understood in the light of the archetypal ideal and that

ideal gains its validity and relevance only when we recognize it in the individual. The archetypal-

ideal is a thought tool - a heuristic - to enhance our understanding of both the particular and the

general and is a real alternative to working with normative standards.

Brief overview of some basic principles underpinning the Waldorf 
approach

The  following  list  characterizes  what  I  see  as  some  (but  not  all)  of  key  aspects  of  Waldorf

education that we can use as criteria for interrogating our practice. Each of them has a complex set

of explanations and frequently is only fully comprehensible taken in the context of other ideas. For

the sake of brevity, I do not ground these criteria. They may be taken as suggestions.

The Waldorf view of learning and development includes:

• understanding the basic processes of holistic learning, including the processes of forgetting

and remembering, the formation of abilities as I-substance and the stages of conclusion,

judgment and concept;

• recognizing that learning means the transformation of the whole person as embodied mind

(soul) and spirit;

• seeing learning as an on-going process of constructing identity across changing situations

and relationships;

16 Steiner, R. (1996a). The Foundations of Human Experience. Hudson, NY.: Anthroposophic Press.
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• recognizing the importance of self-formation in social contexts, and that learning is a social

process,

• understanding that the learner must be active in learning and that motivation should lead to

expansive  learning  that  values  learning  in  itself  (and  not  just  as  the  accumulation  of

rewards) and sees learning as a process of inner change and outer connectivity in which the

learner is connected with other learners and ideas become linked.

Teaching supports healthy processes of learning and development by:

• ensuring that learners develop sense of coherence based on the pupils regularly having the

feeling that what they are asked to engage with is basically comprehensible, manageable

and meaningful;

• using artistic, aesthetic and interdisciplinary processes in learning;

• learning in and through the world, which means starting from where we are, moving from

the tangible to the intangible, going from the phenomenon to the meaning, recognizing the

actual situation as symptomatic of more complex processes;

• providing the same amount of time and resources for practical craft activities, artistic work,

projects and academic learning,

• providing adequate opportunities that afford rich informal learning in authentic situations

so that learning for life in life can occur.

Teaching:

• enables and supports the self-activity of the student;

• uses narrative and living pictures at all levels to convey complexity;

• is skilled artistry;

• is  based  on  ‘reading’  the  child  and  cultivating  pedagogical  tact,  the  ability  to  act

meaningfully in the pedagogical moment.
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Pedagogy:

• recognizes  that  pupils  have  a  need  and  a  right  to  formative  feedback  that  they  can

understand and that helps them take the next step in their learning;

• requires teachers to be able to identify the needs of their students and know how to address

them;

• requires the abilities of critical self-observation and the self-development of the teacher

since the personality of the teacher is an educational factor in its own right;

• means offering the pupils moral guidance through example.

Educational practice:

• is based on inquiry by the practitioners;

• is based on open discourse among practitioners and between institutions;

• is based on collegial accountability in any given school.

I would just like to emphasize the significance of this last point. There are many external and

organizational forms that Waldorf schools can take, such as private, independent institutions but

also as state funded, public schools. Schools can have flat, collegial leadership with no hierarchies

or they can have distributed leaderships in mandates and they can even have school directors and

educational directors. The existing world list of Waldorf schools includes all these forms and more.

My personal belief is that recognizing what makes a school Waldorf should not be bureaucratic

(i.e. determined by checklists of criteria and assessed by people who don’t currently teach in a

Waldorf school) and should be based on the joint pillars of self-assessment and peer-assessment.

The key principles of Waldorf school governance are:

• Collegial leadership (which by definition is non-hierarchical and distributed);

• Educational leadership that is based on knowing and working with the children (and their

parents), a shared vision of the educational principles and the developmental good of the

school;

• A commitment by each person to personal, spiritual development, as spirit of service and

mutual support.
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Obviously  teachers  have  to  attain  a  level  of  professional  expertise  before  they  take  full

responsibility for the development of the education in their school. This means having appropriate

qualifications  and  experience  and  demonstrating  proficiency.  Steiner  intended  the  teachers’

meeting  to  be  an  ongoing  academy  in  which  inquiry,  learning,  exchange  and  professional

development  occur  on  a  weekly  basis  (a  process  that  should  not  be  reduced  by  a  focus  on

organizational issues). This was to be the ultimate guarantee for relevance and quality. He also

expected Waldorf education to be based not on faith and belief in tradition but on critical thinking

and ethical judgment. Above all,  I am convinced that Steiner did not want the education to be

determined by external or bureaucratic bodies—this includes external bureaucratic Waldorf bodies.

Thus,  a  definitive  Waldorf  curriculum cannot  be  a  criterion  for  deciding  whether  a  school  is

Waldorf or not. However a school can be considered Waldorf if it is striving to develop curriculum

and educational practice in the ways suggested above.

~~~

Martyn Rawson has been a Waldorf teacher in schools in England and Germany since 1979. He is

the author of several books about Waldorf and co-editor of the English-language curriculum which

has meanwhile been translated into 18 languages. From 1996 to 2010 he worked in the collegium

of the Pedagogical Section in Dornach. Today he teaches at the Elmshorn Free Waldorf School and

the  Kiel  Teacher  Training  Seminar. Please  also  look  at  Martyn's  new website  on  community

learning.

• https://www.waldorf-resources.org/fileadmin/files/teaching-practice/Curriculum/Rawson_Some_guidelines.pdf
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